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Background: Previous studies using semiquantitative or qualitative techniques demonstrated abnormalities of positioning of clusters of neurons (pre-alpha cells) in the entorhinal cortex in schizophrenia, suggesting a developmental mechanism could contribute to the illness. Recent quantitative studies of laminar thickness and laminar cell counts have been less consistent, and several failed to replicate the finding. However, none of the quantitative studies focused on the position of the pre-alpha cell clusters.

Methods: To study pre-alpha cell position in detail, we examined the entorhinal cortex in serial sections from 21 control and 19 schizophrenic brains. Cluster position relative to the gray–white matter junction and cluster size were measured.

Results: Quantitative assessment of 1991 clusters indicated clusters were positioned relatively closer to the gray–white matter junction in the anterior half of schizophrenic entorhinal cortices. In addition, the size of clusters in males with schizophrenia was reduced.

Conclusions: These results support the model of schizophrenia as an illness in which brain development is impaired. The findings in males with schizophrenia may indicate the presence of more severe pathology, or an additional pathogenic mechanism.
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Introduction

Jakob and Beckmann (1986) described an association between schizophrenia and “definitive cytoarchitectonic abnormalities in the rostral entorhinal region in the parahippocampal gyrus and/or in the ventral insular cortex.” The histologic findings “consisted mainly of poorly developed structure in the upper layers, with a heterotopic displacement of single groups of nerve cells in the entorhinal region.” This observation stimulated considerable research, with some studies supporting these findings (Arnold et al 1991, 1997; Jakob and Beckmann 1989) and others not (Akil and Lewis 1997; Bernstein et al 1998; Heinsen et al 1996; Krimer et al 1997a). As listed in Table 1, most of these studies used different approaches to quantification, and some had relatively small sample sizes that could limit the possibilities for replication of results. An additional problem concerns the considerable normal variability of the cytoarchitecture of the human entorhinal cortex (ERC), which could be responsible for the apparent differences in schizophrenia (Heinsen et al 1996). Unfortunately however, descriptions of the cytoarchitecture in the human ERC are far from consistent. Brodmann (1909) called this region area 28 or the entorhinal cortex, with two main divisions—28a and 28b. Vogt and Vogt (1919) divided the human ERC into at least 10 different fields. Subsequent studies (Braak 1972, 1980; Filimonoff 1947; Rose 1927; Sgonina 1938) increased the number of divisions to as many as 23 different fields. More recently, Insauti et al (1995) described eight subfields, and Krimer et al (1997b) found nine subfields that appeared not to overlap with those of Insauti et al (1995).

A distinctive feature of the ERC, agreed upon by all anatomists, is the layer II neurons (pre-alpha cell clusters, Braak 1972). One quantitative study (Arnold et al 1997) supported the initial report of abnormalities of this cell group (Jakob and Beckmann 1986). Since this observation provides good evidence for a developmental mechanism in schizophrenia in this pivotal region, replication of the result would be of considerable importance. Our purpose was to apply a quantitative methodology for more detailed evaluation of the location of pre-alpha cell clusters in the ERC in schizophrenia. The hypothesis was that in schizophrenia the pre-alpha cell clusters would be positioned closer to the gray–white matter junction of the ERC. In the context of disagreement on the subregional cytoarchitectonic of the human ERC, the entire extent of the region was sampled in serial sections spaced 1 mm apart.
Methods and Materials

We studied brains from 19 subjects with schizophrenia (nine males and 10 females; mean age 51.4 years, range 27–72 years). Extensive clinical records were reviewed for all patients and diagnoses for each case were made according to ICD-9 and DSM-III-R criteria for schizophrenia. The majority of patients were treated with antipsychotic drugs throughout their illnesses. The mean duration of time between first admission and death was 18 years (males: 20 years, range 10–26 years; females: 16 years, range 2–27 years). Patients died between 1985 and 1988. A detailed description of the sample appears in Bogerts et al (1990), and details are available on request from the authors.
Control brains from 21 subjects without histories of neuropsychiatric disorders (13 males, eight females; mean age 53.8 years, range 33–72 years) were obtained during the same time period. The mean time between death and fixation of the control brains was 43 hours; that of the schizophrenic brains was 42.5 hours.

Whole brains were fixed in 10% formalin for 5–7 months. The frontal and occipital poles were separated using incisions anterior to the genu of the corpus callosum and posterior to the splenium. The central block was then embedded in paraplast and cut into 20-μm-thick whole-brain coronal sections. Every 50th section was stained for Nissl and myelin (Heidenhain-Wölcke or Klüver-Barrera).

Beginning with the rostralmost section from the central block, sections were reviewed moving caudally until the first section with the rostral pole of the amygdala present was identified for each brain. The ERC lies ventral to the amygdala and extends caudally adjacent to the pes hippocampi. Using Nissl-stained material, the ERC can be subdivided into six laminae containing neurons: pre-alpha, pre-beta, pre-gamma, pri-alpha, pri-beta, and pri-gamma (Braak 1972). The presence of pre-alpha cells and a cell-free lamina dissecans defines the ERC. To avoid the possible inconsistencies introduced by cytoarchitectural subdivisions we sampled the entire ERC with sections spread 1 mm apart. The rostral boundary was defined as the rostral pole of the amygdala and the caudal boundary as the last section with clear pre-alpha cell clusters. The distance between rostral and caudal boundaries was calculated, and sections assigned to anterior-half or posterior-half compartments of the ERC. Mean values of cluster measurements were calculated for left and right anterior and left and right posterior regions of the ERC for each subject. The anterior portion includes the core region of the ERC, as demonstrated in recent studies on the human cortex (Krimer et al 1997b). As well as dividing the ERC into compartments based on length, mean values were also calculated using the anatomic boundaries defined anteriorwise as amygdala to mammillary body and posteriorwise as mammillary body to lateral geniculate nucleus.

A mean of nine (range 7–15) sections were assessed per subject. Cluster measurements were made by determining the position of the superficial (parameter a) and deep (parameter b) poles of each cluster relative to the gray–white matter junction and measuring the thickness (parameter c) of the cortex (Figure 1). Test–retest reliability was determined by remeasuring all clusters from four cases. Correlation coefficients between the first and second measurements were .72 for parameter a, .81 for parameter b, and .87 for parameter c. The position of the superficial pole was normalized by cortical thickness for analyses. The positions of the superficial and deep poles were used to calculate cluster size, which was then normalized by cortical thickness.

Measurements were made on 1991 clusters. These were collapsed into anterior and posterior compartments resulting in two values for each brain, since preliminary analyses indicated no differences in measurements from the right and left sides. The measurements were assessed with analysis of variance using diagnosis, gender, and compartment (anterior, posterior) as main effects and age as a covariate. Diagnosis by gender and diagnosis by compartment interactions were also studied.

Results

Analysis of distance of the superficial pole of the cluster from the gray-white matter junction (normalized by cortical thickness, [c – a]/c; Figure 2) indicated pre-alpha cell clusters were positioned closer to the gray–white matter junction in schizophrenics (diagnosis F = 8.27, p = .005), particularly in the anterior compartment (interaction between diagnosis and compartment F = 5.93, p = .02). Significant effects of gender (F = 10.66, p = .002) and age (F = 5.99, p = .02) were observed. These results were similar to calculations made when the distance to the center of the cluster was substituted for the distance to the superficial pole ([a + b]/2c). Cortical thickness alone did not show significant differences related to diagnosis, or interactions between compartment and diagnosis.

A different pattern of results was observed for the cluster size, normalized for cortical thickness ([b – a]/c; Figure 3). No significant overall effect of diagnosis was observed, nor were age or gender effects significant. However, pre-alpha cluster size was significantly less in male schizophrenics (interaction between diagnosis and gender F = 10.54, p = .002), whereas the interaction between diagnosis and compartment was not significant. To explore this finding, results are graphed in Figure 4. In the overall sample of controls, clusters positioned closer to the gray–white matter border tended to be larger. Although
Clusters appeared to be larger in schizophrenic females compared with control females, this effect was associated with the position of clusters closer to the gray–white matter junction in the schizophrenic group. In contrast, in the schizophrenic males clusters were positioned somewhat closer to the gray–white matter border, but were also smaller in size than controls (post hoc comparison of control vs. schizophrenic males $F = 5.23, p = .02$). Two processes, one affecting cluster position and another affecting cluster size, may be at work in males with schizophrenia. Effects of diagnosis and diagnosis by gender interactions remained statistically significant when the boundaries of amygdala to mamillary bodies and mamillary bodies to lateral geniculate were used to define the anterior and posterior compartments. Also, using cortical thickness as a covariate rather than calculating ratios also resulted in the same pattern of significant findings.

**Discussion**

The primary finding indicates quantitative abnormalities of pre-alpha cell cluster position in schizophrenic ERCs (Figures 2 and 3). This is consistent with the findings of Jakob and Beckmann (1986) and Arnold et al (1997), demonstrating a significant difference in the distribution of pre-alpha cell clusters in schizophrenia compared with control subjects. As well as being positioned closer to the gray–white matter border than expected, clusters in males with schizophrenia were smaller in size (Figure 3).

Heterotopic neuron clusters are believed to indicate abnormalities of neurodevelopment, specifically of neuronal migration during the first half of gestation (Williams 1989). The process of cortical lamination is complex, and disruption at several stages could result in morphological abnormalities. Specification of the ultimate laminar position of neurons is a process that begins in the ventricular zone (Barbe 1996). Impaired neuron-to-glial interactions...
during the migration phase, and neuron-to-neuron interactions as cells progress through the subplate and cortical plate, could lead to abnormalities of final laminar position. Model systems in animals include a range of phenotypes, such as the reeler mouse (Rakic and Caviness 1995) and traumatic lesions that can induce focal neuronal ectopias (Humphreys et al 1991). In another animal model, administration of methylazoxymethanol acetate to rats on 1 of 3 consecutive days of embryonal development (E9 to E11) caused morphological changes confined largely to the ERC (Talamini et al 1999). Volume reduction, change in shape, and subtle cytoarchitectonic abnormalities including disturbed lamination were described. A wide range of cortical malformations in humans are associated with neuronal migration disorders (Harding 1992). Although uncommon, associations between schizophrenia and neuronal migration disorders were reported (Nopoulos et al 1995). The abnormalities seen in our study are relatively subtle compared to these gross malformations.

The abnormal position of pre-alpha cells in our study could be unrelated to neuronal migration. In the context of a normal anterior–posterior gradient in cluster position in the ERC, it is possible that our findings represent mis-specification of the distribution of cytoarchitectonic sub-regions in schizophrenia, or a difference in schizophrenics in the relative size of subregions with intrinsically different pre-alpha positions. In this regard, several studies that reported no differences in cytoarchitecture of specific subregions between schizophrenics and controls may have detected quantitative differences if the overall ERC had been considered (Akil and Lewis 1997; Krimer et al 1997a). Similarly, a negative study involving counting the number of abnormally positioned clusters (Bernstein et al 1998) may have used a less sensitive technique than the measurements of cluster position and size performed in our study. Whether altered pre-alpha cell position is due to abnormalities of migration or of cytoarchitectonic parceling, the hypothesis that there is a developmental disturbance affecting the ERC in schizophrenia received support from our study. Cytoarchitectonic disturbances in the ERC are also consistent with reported disorganization of neurons in the hippocampus (Altschuler et al 1987; Conrad et al 1991; Kovelman and Scheibel 1984; Zaidel et al 1997), the cingulate (Benes and Bird 1987), and the frontal and lateral temporal neocortex (Akbarian et al 1993a, 1993b). While comprehensive studies are lacking, the relative absence of disorganization in the posterior ERC compared with the anterior ERC in our study suggests developmental problems in schizophrenia are not entirely diffuse.

A previous morphometric study of the ERC in schizophrenia indicated reduced volume of this region and a trend towards reduced neuronal density (Falkai et al 1988). Subsequently, smaller sizes of individual pre-alpha neurons were described (Arnold et al 1995). These findings may have implications for understanding the differences in pre-alpha cluster size in males and females with schizophrenia. Although schizophrenic females had larger clusters than expected, this observation appeared to be related to the somewhat closer position of the clusters to the gray–white matter border in this group compared with controls. For males with schizophrenia, clusters were smaller than expected. Possible explanations for this finding include an abnormality of neurogenesis or neuronal loss occurring through a degenerative process. While most studies of astrocytes in schizophrenia using classic staining methods or glial fibrillary acid protein immunocytochemistry indicate no difference from controls (Harrison 1995), a minority of studies have detected abnormalities of astrocytes (Arnold et al 1996; Stevens 1982). Specific investigation of pre-alpha cell clusters addressing this issue has not been performed. The presence of an apoptotic process in these cells also remains a possibility.

In summary, our results provide further support for the model of schizophrenia as a disorder related to impaired brain development. Whether or not abnormally positioned cell clusters compromise ERC function remains unknown. The ERC receives afferent information from both limbic and association cortices. The layer II pre-alpha cell clusters project to the dentate gyrus while deeper layer III neurons project to the subiculum and pyramidal cell regions of the hippocampus (Van Hoesen 1997). The latter regions are reciprocally connected with deeper layers of the ERC. Disrupted lamination may result in subtle abnormalities of connectivity. In the reeler mouse, although the major types of connections form, there is enough disruption of cortical circuitry to result in behavioral deficits (Rakic and Caviness 1995). Further studies of entorhinal to hippocampal connectivity in schizophrenia could help determine whether or not this is the case in schizophrenia.
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